TRAPPING CABINS

Goals

Trapping Economy. Support the trapping economy of the region by providing sites for trapping cabins.

Management Guidelines

A. Trapping Cabins in Settlement Areas. New trapping cabin permits may be allowed in designated settlement areas before the area is scheduled for sale (prior to entering the Land Availability Determination System [LADS]). Permits may be issued or renewed in designated settlement areas for up to 10 years or until the time the area is offered for sale or staking, whichever is shorter.

Existing trapping cabin permits will be renewed in proposed disposal areas. When an area is offered for sale or staking, permittees will be given the opportunity of

1. relinquishing the trapping cabin permit and taking a chance on acquiring fee simple title to the cabin site through staking, or

2. keeping the trapping cabin subject to the trapping cabin regulations (not acquiring title). If the permittee keeps the cabin, the cabin site will be deleted from the staking area prior to the opening.

Trapping cabins may be allowed in past land sale areas not proposed for re-offer.

B. Other Guidelines Affecting Trapping Cabins. Other guidelines may affect trapping cabin management practices. See in particular the following sections of this chapter:

Fish and Wildlife Habitat and Harvest
Public Access
Settlement